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QUESTION 1

Select three statements are true. (Choose three.) 

A. Appointments can be used (instead of IB loads) as a way of checking in Loads into the WMS Cloud for receiving. 

B. The Duration as specified cannot be exceeded by the users. 

C. Appointments cannot be used to track lead-time from the trailer\\'s check-in time to the receipt of the first LPN into the
system. 

D. The matching value type and matching value must be specified when the appointment is created. 

E. Appointments are useful for tracking time discrepancies in various metrics such as planned and actual arrival time. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: 

https://learn.oracle.com/ords/launchpad/learn?page=inboundoverviewand context=0:44112:44122#h2_004 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens behind the flag Only deallocate on Short in the order type screen? 

A. The Order Type has no impact on the Picking Process. 

B. When the parameter is set to YES, during short pick, the system will put the order hold status until more inventory is
available. 

C. When the parameter is set to Yes, then only the shorted quantity will get deallocated form the order. 

D. When the parameter is set to No, the shorted quantity on the order remains in the "allocated" status. 

E. When the parameter is set to Yes, the short pick will cancel the shorted order line automatically and inventory
adjustment will be generated for the item. 

Correct Answer: E 

Reference: https://learn.oracle.com/ords/launchpad/learn?page=picking-modesandcontext=0:44208:44214 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the type of functions you need to use to handle conditional information in a report. 

A. Arithmetic and Geometric Functions 

B. WMS BI Cloud does not support that type of functionality 

C. String Functions 
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D. Dynamic Functions 

E. Logical Functions 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two options are true if inventory is unallocated and unavailable? (Choose two.) 

A. Inventory located in a drop zone 

B. Inventory located in active location 

C. Unlocked inventory located in reserve location 

D. Inventory in locations with lock codes 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

While working on the configuration of your client, you uncover that the ASNs will always have the correct serial number
information interfaced upfront and your client trusts the ASN information. Your client also needs the serial number
information to get into WMS Cloud when the items are received from POs. Which three actions do you need to take,
assuming that item A is serial-tracked? (Choose three.) 

A. Set item A\\'s require serial number parameter to "Required, validate and allow user override". 

B. Create the IB Container barcode type. 

C. Create the Serial Number barcode type. 

D. Set the company parameter SERIAL_NUMBER_TRACKING_LEVEL TO 2. 

E. Set item A\\'s require serial number parameter to "Required, don\\'t Validate". 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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